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ABSTRACT

This workshop has covered in a very interesting and complete way the ba-
sic physics issues to be addressed by the complementary facilities, in Canada
and Japan, intended to explore the intensity-frontier of strong-interaction physics.
Japan has its new KEK facilities and its future Japanese Hadron Project (JHP):
Canada has its present TRIUMF laboratory and its future KAON Factory. Both
JHP and KAON appear very near to final construction approval. The possibilities
are very great for new joint programs between the two countries which can lead the
world in the new strong interaction physics. These concluding remarks describe
the general science basis and particularly the models for the internationalization
of science needed to make these new collaborations thrive.

1. INTRODUCTION

This workshop has revealed the extraordinary elements which have now come
together to enable Japan and Canada to jointly lead the world in the exploration
of the new strong interaction physics. These elements are:

• The new standard model of quarks, leptons and unified forces which has
created very important new opportunities in subatomic physics including the topics
addressed at this workshop: the physics of and in systems of coloured quarks
intersecting through coloured gluon exchange (QCD).

• The existing and about-to-be-completed kaon facilities at KEK. This work-
shop has revealed the strength of the Japanese physics community in the field and
its extraordinary liveliness.

• The prospects of the Japanese Hadron Project (JHP) and its many new
arenas for physics.

• The prospects of the Canadian KAON Factory at TRIUMF which will extend
the KEK/JHP opportunities, and which is, in all respects, complementary to the
facilities planned in Japan.

• The tradition of strong collaboration established by Japanese scientists at
Canada's TRIUMF, which can now lead to flow of scientists across the Pacific in
both directions.

• The important new emphasis of the Japanese government on the internation-
alization of science. Japan's science is ready for this. The large jets have brought
Japan much closer to its industrialized partners. The location of TRIUMF, Van-
couver, Canada, is the natural gateway. The proximity of Tokyo and Vancouver is
already discovered, every day, by thousands of Japanese skiers.



It is the combination of all of these circumstances - like a particularly auspicious
planetary conjunction - which constitutes such a great opportunity for both na-
tions.

2. THE STANDARD MODEL AND THE WORLD NETWORK

It has been very useful, at this workshop, to place the physics of JHP and
KAON in the context of the standard model of quarks, leptons and unified forces.
The standard model has brought about a startling change in all of subatomic
physics. Not only has it provided a basis for the understanding of the wealth of
data uncovered in particle physics and nuclear physics, but it has also raised many
important new questions for the whole field; some of these are:

• What are the properties of the new gauge bosons, W± and Z°?
• What governs the masses of the quarks and leptons?
• How do systems of quarks behave?
• How does one improve the standard model? Here, for example, one seeks

greater unification, that is, to properly bring the strong force into the fold and
thus achieve GUT; further, one seeks ways of hiding gauge symmetry which might
be better than the Higgs or tcchnicolour methods presently proposed, and one seeks
to solve the hierarchy problems which arise when the vastly disparate masses of
the different sets of gauge bosons (W*; -Y's, etc.) enter perturbatively into matrix
elements.

• How does one unity gravity with the other forces?
• Why are there so many particles? Counting leptons, quarks (each in three

colours), gauge bosons, Higgs particles, gluons, g's and gravitons, one has still an
embarrassing richness of fundamental particles.

• Is there a "theory of everything"?

The new interests of particle physics are to search for improvements in the
standard model and for what lies beyond it. The new interests of nuclear physics
is to understand how, with QCD, one describes strongly interacting systems and
how one uses such systems to study fundamental symmetries.

This workshop has elucidated with particular clarity how the physics pur-
suits of the hadron facilities for the intensity frontier are complementary to, and
go hand-in-hand with, the various other components of the whole world network
of new major accelerator facilities. This network includes the new hadron-hadron
colliders (e.g. the Tevatron, SPPS, etc.), the new ee machines (TRISTAN, Bei-
jing, Cornell, etc.), the next generation of ee colliders (SLC and LEP), the future
electron-proton collider (HERA), the proposed new supercolliders (UNK, LHC
and SSC), the cw electron accelerator (CEBAF) under construction, the relativis-
tic heavy-ion collider (RHIC) about to be funded, and of course, the intense hadron
facilities, JHP and KAON. There are also many important new smaller projects.
Altogether it is a world system of impressive proportions linking together the



industrialized nations of the northern hemisphere. People and ideas flow freely
through the links. Almost all the action now takes place at these few large user
facilities.

As we have seen in the many talks of this workshop, JHP and KAON, taken
together, address most of the important new issues. Their physics pertains, on the
one hand, to the same high masses as the supercolliders. On the other hand it
pertains to the hadronic and quark effects of the new facilities for nuclear physics.
It is physics central to the whole field and of the highest priority. We must establish
our bilateral links and get on with it.

3. INTERNATIONALIZATION

In pursuing the new common interest of Japan and Canada in new joint
activities at the intensity frontier, it is useful to understand the process in which
appropriate internationalization is a. hieved. In order that all the participants of
this workshop can be properly programmed to achieve our common goal> I take this
opportunity to analyze the different models for internationalization and especially,
below, to describe in some detail the workings of the "HERA MODEL" which
Canada is using for KAON. A brief remark about the user mode and home-bases
precedes this analysis.

As mentioned above, the user mode is now rampant in subatomic physic^*
In every country the majority of particle physicists now travel some distance from
their home institutions to carry out their experiments. Each country needs at least
one home-base facility if it is to collaborate effectively at user facilities abroad. Such
a home-base can be one of the major or less major components of the world net-
work. The Group of Seven (G7) nations (Japan, Canada, U.S.A., Britain, Prance,
Germany, Italy) have their representatives in high-energy physics meet once a year
as a working group to co-ordinate activities in this field. One of the earliest de-
cisions of the Working Group was to emphasize the need for home-base facilities.
Home-base facilities do serve to bring economic benefits to the host country. Even
more, they are vehicles for working effectively in facilities abroad. Thus TRISTAN
serves Japan for its world activities in particle physics; the new KEK fixed-target
facilities and JHP will serve Japanese medium-energy scientists as a staging base
for work at KAON and elsewhere. For Canada, KAON will be the vehicle which
takes Canadian scientists abroad, not only to KEK and JH*, but also to all the
pieces of the world network.

There are a variety of models for internationalization of big science projects,
many of which have been developed with regard to large accelerator facilities. It
is my view that basically three different models now apply. These are:

A. The "CERN MODEL" is one in which a number of countries pcol resources,
usually through some appropriate formula, and jointly have legal and financial
control. This model was pioneered by the European countries for CERN but has



since also been used for European Spau Agency (ESDA), the European South-
ern Observatory (ESO), the French-British-German high-flex reactor at Grenoble
(ILL), the large European fusion project (JET) and other science projects.

B. The "NATIONAL PLUS MODEL" In this model (whose name we have invented)
a single host nation dominates the science but invites other nations to participate.
Because the host nation dominates, it usually does not require commitments from
foreign partners before making its own funding decision. There are many examples:
the SSC project in the United States, the existing TRIUMF project in Canada,
UNK in the USSR, KEK in Japan, Gran Sasso in Italy, etc.

C. The "HERA MODEL" applies to projects which are intrinsically international -
no nation dominates. It is an alternative to the CERN model. One nation hosts
the facility, accepts legal and financial responsibility, but counts on foreign part-
ners for construction contributions. The "HERA MODEL" was pioneered by West
Germany for its HERA project. It involves rather formal steps which we describe
separately in a more complete description of the HERA model. Because the host
nation does not dominate the science of the facility, it requires a clear statement
of intent from its foreign partners before it makes a final funding decision. The
"HERA MODEL" probably works only for cases in which the host nation's share
of the science lies between 25 and 50%. If more than 50%, it would likely choose the
"National Plus" route. If less than 25%, it would likely seek to follow the "CERN
MODEL".

4. COMMENTS ON THE HERA MODEL

I would like to give here a more detailed description of some aspects of the
HERA model, which is less familiar to most of us. It was developed by Germany for
the funding of its HERA Facility, and can now be regarded for many medium-sized
countries, including Canada and Japan, as the standard model for the internation-
alization of large accelerator facilities. The basic features and key ingredients of
the HERA model are given above. The facility is hosted by a single country with a
minority interest in science, but with other countries participating in the funding
and serving on all the advisory boards of the facility.

The immediate paradox about the HERA model is that it should work at all.
Why would any country want to host a facility in which it has a minority interest
in the science, and secondly, why would participating countries want to pay for
something that they might get free? Increasingly, for science facilities, independent
of the model under which they are operated, proposals are accepted on the basis
of scientific merit only, and not on whether or not the country pays its dues. These
questions have rational answers.

For the host country, there are a number of factors which offset its major fi-
nancial commitment. It can choose to expand on its existing excellence, as Canada
is doing when it bases its KAON factory on TRIUMF. It benefits greatly from the



inflow of people and ideas and spin-otfs. Every country wishing to participate in
the work of the international network of large accelerator facilities benefits greatly
from having a home-base facility through which that work flows. A country which
hosts a large facility on the HERA model, even though it has a minority interest in
the science, benefits enormously from all of the ideas pouring out from the entire
world network. Finally, direct involvement of foreign nations through participa-
tion in the funding of the facility is th» best manifestation of all of international
approval of the facility, and acts therefore as a funding catalyst.

For the participating countries, who have to pay for something that they
might think of getting for free, it should be noted first that the contributions are
not cash, they are in high technology components, which have impact on high
technology at home. Above all, there is the rationalization of internal plans and
priorities. Most countries cannot dream now of having a balanced set of large accel-
erator facilities at home. They must make choices, they must build on excellence,
yet most countries have scientists interested in the entire span of ideas. Each coun-
try must make critical choices by participating with other countries in funding. A
country participating in the HERA Model process has a very cost-effective way of
satisfying the needs of its scientists in that field and then getting on with its own
home-base facility. It is not altruism on a national scale, but pragmatic judgment
which makes the HERA model work so effectively.

There are a number of formal steps associated with the HERA Model. These
steps taken in total make it an incredibly effective self-seduction sequence for
countries seeking to establish a major science facility. The five steps are:

(i) The host country has an interesting idea for big science facility and pre-
pares a proposal. Canada did this for its KAON Facility, in September 1985.

(ii) The host country makes an initial exploration abroad of foreign interest
in its facility. Canada did this for KAON in November and December 1987, and
found very strong interest abroad.

In its exploration of foreign interest in KAON, a year ago, Canada visited
Washington, Tokyo, Bonn, Rome and London. This yielded widespread support
for such a Canadian facility. It was viewed as not only excellent physics but also
the opportunity for Canada to become a major player in particle physics. The
foreign nations encouraged Canada to make a commitment to KAON of sufficient
magnitude to initiate the round of consultations now taking place.

In May 1988, the Working Group in High-Energy Physics of the G7 countries
again encouraged Canada and defined the step now needed for Canada to be taken
seriously. The following extract from the minutes of that Vancouver meeting are
self-explanatory: "Canada reported on progress since last year on its proposal to
build a KAON Factory at TRIUMF. International collaboration on construction
funding has been explored with encouraging results, and a decision by Ottawa



appears near on the final Project Definition Studies ($11M) including negotiations
with foreign partners. The Working Group reaffirmed last year's conclusion that
there is a very good scientific case for a machine of this type for the sound devel-
opment of high-energy physics. It also concluded that an early decision hy Canada
to proceed with its KAON Factory would be very welcome and it encouraged
Canada to seek interest and engagement from the international community. It was
noted that other projects, such as the Japanese Hadron Facility, would explore
interesting fields complementary to the KAON Factory."

In July 1988 Canada funded the Project Definition Study and the envisaged
consultations are under way. In the first round of visits the Canadian delegation
will now travel to: Rome (April 17), Bonn (April 19), London (April 21), Paris
(April 24), Washington (May 9) and Tokyo (May 17). Separately from the formal
visits of the Canadian delegation, TRIUMF scientists are very active in engaging
the interests of foreign scientists in the KAON Factory.

The Canadian Project Definition Study followed in July of 1988.

(iii) The host country having explored abroad declares it serious intention
about the matter. This statement of intention for creating the KAON Factory was
the Project Definition Study of July 1988.

(iv) The host country formally consults abroad, intending to achieve some-
thing close to letters of intent before it makes its own final commitment. Canada
is now in the process of doing this for KAON.

(v) The host country makes its decision and then completes its agreements
with its foreign partners.

5. APPLICATION OF THE HERA MODEL TO THE
CANADIAN KAON FACTORY

For Canada's KAON Factory, it is estimated (below) that Canadian scientists
will constitute about a third of the total user community of 800 scientists Canada
is clearly in a minority position. The special contributions of foreign partners oc-
cur in the construction phase. In the operating phase it is assumed that the host
country, Canada, will assume the full normal operating costs - estimated to total
about $90M (Canadian) per annum - which apply to accelerator maintenance and
electric power and other similar costs. In the operating phase, the foreign partners
pay the normal proportion of jointly funded detectors and experimental equipment
according to the well-established custom which now prevails for all facilities inter-
nationalized under the CERN MODEL, the NATIONAL PLUS MODEL, or the
HERA MODEL. The arguments here, then, pertain to the special contributions
to accelerator construction relevant to the HERA MODEL.

The total proposed level of foreign contributions to initial construction, in
the HERA MODEL, is quite naturally about a third of the total construction
cost. The civil components (buildings, tunnels, much of the shielding, etc.) are



more easily assigned to the construction firms near the site of the facility, and
are therefore domestic. The two-thirds for accelerators and beam lines are the
attractive high-technology pieces. The host country > learly wants a major share
of this portion to stimulate the domestic economy, and therefore ends up offering
about half of it to foreign partners. So it is for Canada's KAON Factory.

The total construction package for KAON is $571M (1987 Canadian dollars).
The foreign participants are anticipated to have two-thirds of the science action,
and it it-, proposed that they contribute accelerator components worth one-third of
the total construction costs.

The proportion proposed for each country is based on our estimate of the
fraction of the SOO scientific users of the KAON Factory expected to originate from
that country. It takes account of the site of each country's medium-energy physics
community, of the convenience of the Vancouver location for the community, and
of any special interest in the KAON Factory expressed by the scientists of the
community.

In its first round of consultations for participation in the KAON Factory, in
the spring of 1989, Canada is directly approaching its partners among the Group
of Seven (G7) nations. It is here that the main foreign partners are anticipated,
and where the main competitors for our KAON Factory plans existed.

Based on the above general principles, we present the following table for the
proposed level of participation in Canada's KAON Factory:

Country

Canada
United States
Japan
Germany
Italy
Britain
France
Other

Estimated %
of KAON users"

30-35
30-40
8-10
6-8
5-7
1-3
1-3

8-15

Proposed level
of participation
(Canadian $)

400 Mb

90 M
50 M
30 M
30 M

C

c

"Total number of users estimated to be about 800.
includes $90 M already committed by the Province of B.C.
cA mount to be proposed during consultations.

The situation in various countries at the time of this workshop is as follows:



The Japanese Hadron Project (intense beams of 1 GeV protons with many
added arenas for new physics) is entirely complementary to KAON and appears to
be far along on its road toward funding. The ties between the Japanese medium-
energy community and the corresponding Canadian community are warm. In ad-
dition to this joint JHP-KAON workshop, a hypernuclear workshop for KAON
will be held at Tsukuba in June 1989.

Germany

Fifteen months ago the German medium-energy physics community was ac-
tively pursuing the European Hadron Facility (EHF). The community itself de-
cided, on December 15, 1987, to push participation in Canada's KAON instead.
Also, in May 1988 the Specht Committee reported to the German government as
follows: "The physics perspective of a hadron facility was viewed as important and
interesting. In first priority the Federal Republic shall participate in the planned
KAON Factory at TRIUMF in Vancouver, Canada. German experimental groups
for KAON shall be supported appropriately under the aegis of Federal Research
Funds. Participation in the construction of a European Hadron Facility EHF (with
a 100 //A beam intensity) is not recommended. In case KAON is not realized the
possibility of a more modest European solution at CERN (with about 10 /iA beam
intensity) shall be discussed anew."

Germany has appointed an agency (Kernforschungsanlage Jiilich) and a rep-
resentative (Professor J. Treusch, Deputy Director of KFA Jiilich) to work with
Canada in establishing Germany's participation in the KAON Factory. A KAON
workshop will be held in Bad Honnef in early June. Canada has been a strong
partner in HERA and a correspondingly strong German participation in KAON
appears to be emerging.

Italy

Italian scientists have been especially strong proponents of EHF and only
very recently have begun consideration of a complementary facility in Italy instead.
Because of Italy's very important role not only here but across the board in particle
physics, it would be very natural for Italy to play a major role in the KAON
Factory despite the distance. The level of participation in construction depends
on the level of involvement of the Italian medium-energy physicists which is only
now beginning.

Britain

Involvement of Britain in KAON along the lines of its involvement in HERA
appears likely.



France

French scientists played only a minor role in EHF, but France has been a
leader in particle physics and nuclear physics. It has plans of its own in medium-
energy physics. Some scientific interest in KAON is evident and therefore some
French involvement is likely.

Other

Many countries other than Canada's G7 partners have expressed interest in
KAON and are likely to contribute some components and certainly some scientists.

G. CONCLUSIONS

It is up to us, the participants of this excellent workshop, to accomplish the
joint programs of KEK/JHP and KAON discussed here in the past two days. Inter-
nationalization is carried out by scientists, not by governments. Government's role
is to facilitate the necessary arrangements. We arc fortunate to have governments
which seem to be prepared to carry out our bilateral arrangements.

On both sides we need to get on with the necessary joint programs of the
intensity frontier. Japanese scientists from institutions across the country have the
opportunity to exploit the new KEK facilities, to establish JHP and to begin now
to think of complementary programs based in both JHP and KAON. It is the
combination of the transpacific opportunities which will be attractive to scientists
and graduate students alike. Canadian medium-energy scientists believe they are
already building KAON (the Canadian government should share this conviction
next year) and are intensely involved in planning for it. However, with TRIUMF as
a base, they must exploit the new KEK facilities, and also actively pursue future
JHP opportunities. The pipeline of people and ideas must flow across the Pacific
in both directions.

For the physics at the intensity frontier, we will have a new world map whose
main centres, Tsukuba and Vancouver, are on the Pacific and whose greatest link
crosses the Pacific to join these two centres. The very strong intellectual activity
manifested at this meeting will be the driving force of this link for the next two
decades. Let's get on with the job and our governments will follow.


